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 PRESIDENT
 Bank Street College of Education

 Bank Street College of Education is a nationally recognized leader in the education of children, 
youth, and teachers; a pioneer in improving the quality of children’s education with its 
developmental interaction approach; and a leading advocate for excellence in education in the 
areas related to children and families. Located in New York City, Bank Street is made up of two 
academic divisions: the Graduate School of Education and Children’s Programs, which includes a 
nursery through 8th grade coed day school and an on-site Family Center for infants and toddlers. 
In addition, Bank Street has introduced a new initiative, the Office of Innovation, Policy, and 
Research. 

 Bank Street currently enrolls approximately 950 full- and part-time students in the Graduate 
School and nearly 500 children in the School for Children and Family Center. In addition to the 
academic divisions and Innovation, Policy, and Research (IPR), Bank Street is comprised of a Head 
Start Center which serves 68 low-income children; Liberty LEADS, an education/social service 
initiative which provides support and enrichment to approximately 250 at risk middle and high 
school students who demonstrate academic potential and an interest in attending college; a 
scholarly publication, Occasional Papers; Bank Street Online, extending the institution’s reach 
to matriculated and non-matriculated students, schools, and communities; and a Professional 
Development Office which provides continuing studies for parents, teachers, and districts. 
Through the work of these divisions and programs, Bank Street’s 335 staff and faculty influence 
thousands of children, youth, parents, and educators throughout the United States and abroad.

 MISSION
 The mission of Bank Street College is to improve the education of children and their teachers by applying to 

the educational process all available knowledge about learning and growth, and by connecting teaching and 
learning meaningfully to the outside world. In so doing, we seek to strengthen not only individuals, but the 
community as well, including family, school, and the larger society in which adults and children, in all their 
diversity, interact and learn. We see in education the opportunity to build a better society.

 For nearly a century, Bank Street has filled an essential niche in the world of education by fulfilling 
five distinctive yet mutually interdependent functions:

 Merging theory and practice in the education of teachers and teacher-leaders.
 Preparing educators who work with children and communities;
 Creating and demonstrating constructive environments for children;
 Developing educative materials for children and adults; and
 Influencing policy that supports the growth and development of children;
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 THE COLLEGE
 Since its inception in 1916, Bank Street has devoted its efforts to the education of children by 

combining a progressive educational philosophy with innovative practices and focusing on a deep 
understanding of how children learn in order to prepare skilled and innovative educators.

 Bank Street was first established as the Bureau of Educational Experiments by the visionary 
educator Lucy Sprague Mitchell, who served as the first Dean of Women at the University of 
California at Berkeley. As part of the progressive movement at the beginning of the 20th century, 
she saw in the Bureau an opportunity to provide the cornerstone of a more democratic and just 
society through the education of young people. A group of highly trained teachers, psychologists, 
and researchers met to observe exactly how young children grow and develop. They began to 
document these processes in order to determine the environments and educational practices 
best suited to foster the growth and development of children. Their findings contributed to 
fundamental reforms in the way children are taught.

 A long tradition of seeking social change through educational policy and practice has emerged 
from the principles established by the College’s founder. Bank Street was the first institution 
of higher education to work actively in the public schools in New York City. In addition Bank 
Street worked with the federal government to design the national Head Start program as well as 
components of the Civil Rights Act of 1965. During the same period, the College published the 
Bank Street Readers, the first multiracial, urban-oriented readers for young children; developed the 
critically acclaimed and popular Voyage of the Mimi and Voyage of the Mimi 2; and developed, more 
recently, the Bank Street Ready-to-Read Series.

 Today, Bank Street cultivates projects that address the emerging needs of children and families, 
from universal literacy to quality childcare to the introduction of new technologies into the 
classroom. At the forefront of curriculum and staff development, the College is engaged in major 
partnership programs with schools, school systems, colleges, universities, and community-based 
organizations. The nature of these partnerships is wide-ranging, from structural school reform and 
innovative curriculum design to leadership development institutes and direct services to children, 
youth, and families. 
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 BANK STREET’S STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
 The Bank Street Board of Trustees adopted the following strategic priorities in 2010. They 

continue to guide the institution’s vision:

 Invest in the academic mission
 There is nothing more connected to the mission, or more important to Bank Street’s continued 

work, than strengthening the College as a center of educational excellence. Today’s challenge, 
given the impact of new technologies and the political debate about education reform, is to 
position Bank Street to respond and to lead. Bank Street envisions a future that includes research 
around innovative curricula and the evidence to support curricular effectiveness; an ability to 
develop, test, and incubate new ideas and practices for the classroom; sustained, substantive 
partnerships with institutions that are committed to identifying and validating productive ways 
of working with children, families, and graduate students; and an ability to provide respected 
perspective on the policy questions that dominate the debate about public education and the 
preparation of educators. 

 Specifically, Bank Street will: update programs, as needed, to meet new realities and 
opportunities;  sustain its longstanding commitment to innovative curricula, including through 
the imaginative use of technologies; provide additional opportunities for  focused faculty 
development; initiate  a Postdoctoral Fellows Program and build relationships with younger 
practitioner scholars; invest in the College’s library and research resources;  seek new partnership 
opportunities; and develop and expand BankStreetOnline.

	 Expand	Bank	Street’s	sphere	of	influence
 By tapping the curiosity, experience, and insight of faculty, by using the power of technology, and 

by responding flexibly to the continued interest of policymakers in the work that goes on at Bank 
Street, the institution can increase its capacity to tell the world what it knows, how it knows that, 
and why it matters.

 In particular, Bank Street can help to shape public discourse about the role and impact of schools 
of education with respect to preparing teachers and leaders—the work that is at the heart of 
Bank Street’s mission. Bank Street’s approach is highly effective in educating children, preparing 
teachers and leaders, and working with at-risk youth in a variety of communities. To exert a more 
powerful influence, the College will challenge itself to increase the capacity to document the 
impact of its strategies and curricula. 
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 Specifically, Bank Street will: encourage faculty scholarship and research both through the Innova 
Fund and through funding opportunities that stress documentation and research efforts; use the new 
College website to promote awareness of Bank Street’s values and approach; continue the efforts 
of the recently launched Government Relations initiative, especially with regard to communications 
with the policy community and the media; and renew its commitment to the important integration of 
theory, policy, and practice by encouraging innovations in the classroom and beyond.

	 Ensure	sustainability	by	securing	Bank	Street’s	fiscal	future
 Bank Street is a values-driven enterprise with principles and beliefs that have stood the test of 

time. The work that goes on at Bank Street is time- and labor-intensive and the “business model” 
is expensive. Therefore, an overriding challenge is developing a financial plan that can sustain the 
College over time and, in the longer term, allow for the expansion of the physical plant and the 
infrastructure needed for larger-scale research and contract work.

 Specifically, Bank Street will: reduce its dependence on “traditional” tuition revenues by 
developing new net sources of income; where possible, grow student enrollments without adding 
to expense; expand its donor base; and use new technologies and practices to restrain costs while 
improving productivity. 

 THE BANK STREET APPROACH
 Bank Street’s creative approach to teaching and learning recognizes that children learn best 

when they are actively engaged with materials, ideas, and people. Referred to as “the Bank Street 
approach” or the “developmental interaction approach,” the College’s educational philosophy 
emphasizes developmental principles and learning through experience. The teacher’s roles are to 
develop clear educational objectives and to create environments that facilitate learning through 
discovery and thoughtful engagement, using social studies as the core of the curriculum. In 
addition, the Bank Street approach values social justice and helping both children and families 
engage in making the world a better place through education.

 Bank Street strives to foster children’s development in the broadest sense by providing diverse 
opportunities for physical, social, emotional, and cognitive growth. Learning is an active, life-long 
endeavor in which children and adults alike engage as careful observers, experimenters, explorers, 
analysts, and artists. The developmental interaction approach recognizes that children do not 
all learn at the same rate or in the same way, and that effective teaching and learning demands a 
range of skills and strategies to meet multiple needs
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 THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
 Started as a professional development program serving local and aspiring teachers, the teacher 

preparation program quickly expanded to meet demand and in 1951 received New York State 
Regents authorization to grant advanced degrees. The Graduate School provides outstanding 
master’s degree programs that join theory with practice through close integration of academic 
study and field-based experiences. In 1996, the Graduate School was identified by the National 
Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF) as one of three exemplary graduate 
schools of education best able to prepare teachers to help children meet high academic standards. 
In 2002, the Graduate School was invited to be among the first schools to participate in the 
Carnegie Corporation’s national initiative, Teachers for a New Era. 

 Currently, the Graduate School offers more than 35 different programs of study that prepare 
adults for professional work in schools, museums, hospitals, community organizations, and public 
service. Among the program offerings are dual degree programs with the Columbia and Hunter 
Schools of Social Work and the Parsons School of Design. Degree programs lead to the Master of 
Science, Master of Science in Education, or the advanced Master of Education.

 Academic	Programs
 At the heart of the Bank Street graduate experience is the supervised fieldwork placement, called 

advisement. This distinctive component of the College’s graduate programs includes weekly, 
small group meetings with faculty; frequent observations by faculty at the placement site; and 
observations and feedback from established professionals (teachers or leaders) with whom the 
student is working. These advisement activities enable students to integrate coursework with 
professional practice, and to develop mastery of the knowledge, skills, and dispositions demanded 
of today’s educators. 

 To accommodate fieldwork and placements, during the academic year, courses are offered 
during the evenings. In addition, the College has several advanced degree programs that run 
in special formats including intensive weekend or month-long summer sessions. The Graduate 
School has expanded its International Partnerships in a new Initiative that includes teach abroad 
opportunities for graduate students and alumni.

	 Faculty
 Faculty and staff serve under one-year letters of appointment, in lieu of tenure, providing flexibility 

for the institution and the faculty. Most faculty remain with the institution long term, providing 
stability for graduate programs. In the most recent year, about 65 faculty served in the Graduate 
School on a full- or part-time basis. In addition, the Graduate School employed about 100 adjunct 
faculty across all programs and departments. In keeping with the integration of theory and practice, 
well over half of the faculty has experience teaching children in classroom settings. Professional staff 
from other areas of the College often teach courses in the Graduate School as well. 
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 Students
 The Graduate School serves about 950 students, matriculated and non-matriculated, full and 

part time. A diverse community of students is largely drawn from the New York metropolitan area; 
however, many students come from other parts of the country and internationally. Approximately 
a quarter of the students are people of color. Although the College does not provide housing, 
guidance in finding housing is offered on an as needed basis. 

 About one-third of all matriculated students seeking teacher certification attend the College with 
no prior classroom or professional experience; one-third are current teachers in local schools; and 
one-third are embarking on a second career. 

	 Professional	Development	Office	(PDO)
 In addition to degree programs, the Graduate School offers professional development “short 

courses” for teachers, school leaders, and parents on a range of topics including instructional 
strategies, classroom management, and child development. The PDO also negotiates school and 
district specific contracts for longer term professional development tailored to individual needs of 
particular education environments.

 CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS 
 Bank Street has been teaching children for nearly all of its history. It does so today by providing 

high-quality, early childhood programs through the Division of Children’s Programs. The Division 
consists of the School for Children, a highly respected and innovative independent school serving 
children from three to 14; the Family Center, an on-site child care center serving infants, toddlers, 
and preschoolers from nine months to four years; an After School Program, serving children from 
four to 11; and a Summer Camp, serving children from four to 15.

 The School for Children enrolls approximately 430 children each year, with the primary entry level 
being the Lower School. The student body is racially, ethnically, geographically, and financially 
diverse, with one-third of all students receiving financial aid. About one-third of the school’s 
current enrollments are children of color. The School for Children and Family Center serve students 
from the neighborhood and beyond. The Family Center enrolls approximately 60 students in its 
four on-site classrooms in full- and part-day programs. One third of the children served on site 
have special needs. In addition, the Family Center serves 50 to 70 students annually through a 
Special Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT) program. 

 Many graduate students work alongside the excellent teachers in Children’s Programs as student 
teachers, assistant teachers, and interns. Several School for Children faculty teach courses in 
the Graduate School. This interaction among divisions allows students to participate in the 
educational process they learn about in their courses.
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 INNOVATION, POLICY, AND RESEARCH
 IPR was established in 2009 as part of the Office of the Dean of the College. This initiative was 

the result of a strategic decision to reinvent and reconnect Bank Street to the scholarly and policy 
communities. IPR provides outreach and professional development to schools, districts, and other 
agencies. IPR links the College to local and national communities and provides direct service 
programs, staff development, courses for professionals, technical assistance to other agencies 
and national groups launching pilot projects, research, and advocacy. Projects in this area are 
funded through grants, contracts, and in-kind contributions. In this fiscal year, revenue for these 
sponsored projects totaled over $8 million. 

 Examples of the spectrum of projects conducted include:

 Liberty Leads, a comprehensive after school program serving 250 middle- and high-school 
students, which serves as a statewide model; 

 Bank Street Head Start that provides 68 children and families a comprehensive educational program 
meeting their cognitive, social, emotional, health, nutritional, and psychological needs;

 The Office of Head Start’s National Center on Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness (NCCLR), a 
partnership between Bank Street College and Education Development Center, Inc., that provides 
the Head Start community with materials and resources that are evidence-based and user-
friendly;

 VISTA National Service Training Project that designs and delivers in-person and online learning 
programs for over 6,000 AmeriCorps VISTA members and their supervisors annually;

 Home and Family in Early Care, which provides policy and evaluation research to the early childhood 
community;

 Head Start National Research Conference;

 Classroom coaching for Making PreK Count, a major research initiative testing the hypothesis 
that high quality early childhood care can make a difference in the life trajectories of children 
traditionally underserved in our current system; and

 The Massachusetts Principal Performance Assessment System project to develop and implement a 
principal performance assessment that, when complete, will be used as part of the State’s decision 
to grant a principal’s license.

 CAMPUS AND FACILITIES 
 Located in the heart of New York City, the main Bank Street building is a unique, multipurpose 

campus, providing a vibrant learning environment for children by day and for future teachers and 
leaders in the evenings and on weekends. In addition to the main building, the campus includes 
the Bank Street Bookstore, located on the corner of Broadway and 112th street; the Bank Street 
Kitchen, located within the main building; leased office space several blocks away; and several 
apartments in buildings on 111th Street, including a President’s Residence.
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 Over the course of the last 18 months, the College conducted a master plan study of its facilities 
in order to identify the space needs of the institution and to plan for the possible loss of 16,000 
square feet of leased space at the Manhattan School for Music. The board is now developing plans 
to undertake a renovation of the existing building, with work to commence in the summer of 2014. 

 FISCAL SUMMARY 
 Bank Street College of Education has an annual operating budget of $50 million with an 

endowment and long term investment funds of slightly over $31 million. Tuition from all areas 
represents about 90% of revenue, with grants and contracts also playing an important role: 

 Revenue Distribution     Expense Distribution
   

  Tuition & Fees  Compensation & Benefits
  Research & Public Service  Professional & Contract Services
  Contributions  Materials & Supplies
  Auxilary Activities  Facilities Operations & Maintenance
  Investment Returns & Endowment Spending  Depreciation % Amortization
  Other

 Bank Street’s 2011-2012 audited financial statement can be accessed here: 
 http://bankstreet.edu/administrative-offices/finance-administration/

 GOVERNANCE
 The Bank Street College Board of Trustees is the ultimate oversight body for the College, and is 

the key policy-making structure for the institution. Thirty members, including the President of the 
College and five Associate Trustees, serve on ten committees, with committee chairs and officers 
serving on the Executive Committee. The Board meets four times a year and is supported by the 
more detailed work of its standing committees that meet throughout the academic year. The 
standing committees and task force groups are:

66% 68%18% 14%

7% 11%
7% 4%3%1%

1%
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	 Standing	Committees
 Executive Committee, Academic Policy Committee, Advancement Committee, Audit Committee, 

Budget Planning Committee, Children’s Program sub-Committee, Committee on Trustees, 
Compensation Committee, Facilities Committee, Government Relations Committee, Honorary 
Degree sub-Committee, Investment Committee.

	 Taskforce	Groups
 Bookstore and Family Center

 For a complete listing of Trustees, please visit: http://bankstreet.edu/discover-bankstreet/trustees/
  
 DEVELOPMENT AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS (DERO)
 Bank Street has an active Development and External Relations program that secures a range 

of support from alumni, parents, friends, governments, corporations, and foundations. In the 
most recent academic year, contributions for support of the institution and its programs totaled 
just over $15 million. In addition to fundraising, DERO staff manages Bank Street’s government 
relations, alumni affairs, communications, and special events.

 THE POSITION
 The President is the Chief Executive Officer of the College, reports directly to the Board of Trustees, 

and serves as an ex officio member of the Board. Reporting to the President are the Dean of 
the College, Interim Vice President of Finance, Chief Administrative Officer, Vice President for 
Development and External Relations, Dean of the Graduate School, Dean of Children’s Programs, 
and Director of Information Technology. The President provides overall leadership of the College, 
including oversight of educational programs, strategy, and financial operations. He or she carries 
out the Board’s policies and serves as a liaison between the Board and the College community.

 Bank Street’s next president will lead the institution through its 100th anniversary and beyond. 
He or she will have the opportunity to provide inspiring and effective leadership both internally 
and externally in order to expand Bank Street’s impact, raise awareness of the good work already 
underway, and fundraise effectively to insure the sustainability of the institution.

 Challenges	and	Opportunities
 The key challenges for the next president will be to lead Bank Street through its 100th anniversary 

and a major capital campaign for the School for Children, already underway; to provide inspiring 
leadership both internally and externally; to fundraise energetically and effectively; and to bring 
Bank Street’s resources and capacity into alignment with the institution’s ambitious goals.

 In addition, the next president will have the opportunity to:
 Develop and widen the visibility of the Bank Street brand;
 Lead a robust strategic planning process that includes all Bank Street constituencies in imagining 

the College’s future;
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 Identify areas where innovation can build on the rich historical foundation of the institution;
 Reinvigorate scholarly and policy work in the academic areas of the College, creating a compelling 

research and policy base
 Encourage individuals across the institution to interact in new ways;
 Continue the College-wide technology transformation, considering implications for the classroom 

and for the College mission;
 Build on the work that the College has already undertaken to improve the accuracy and timeliness 

of financial information and to address rising costs including financial aid and compensation; 
tuition and endowment levels; and space. 

 Examine the business model, identifying ways to diversify income through, perhaps, alternative 
revenue streams that bring into closer alignment Bank Street’s goals and resources;

 Promote progressive education institutionally, in New York City, and nationally by playing a key 
role in education policy conversations.

	 Qualifications
 The ideal candidate will be an inspiring leader who is passionate about Bank Street’s approach 

to progressive education and excited about carrying the institution and its mission into its 
second century. He or she will recognize in this multi-layered, education-focused institution, 
which addresses the learning needs of infants through experienced faculty, both the opportunity 
for important educational innovation and the challenge of managing a small but complex 
organization. He or she will be an effective communicator able to articulate Bank Street’s 
philosophical core, its mission, and its vision for the future to internal and external audiences, 
widening the visibility of the Bank Street philosophy. The next president will possess a record of 
success in fundraising, strong fiscal management skills, and political savvy. 

 In addition to the broad intellectual perspective and strong administrative abilities that are 
required for effective leadership and management, the next President of Bank Street must be:

 Able to formulate and communicate a clear academic and organizational vision of leadership in 
progressive education;

 Imaginative, innovative, and persuasive in the pursuit of the institution’s goals and objectives;
 Able to motivate others, to delegate authority, to build a strong team, and to trust in the ability of 

others;
 An effective, open negotiator and consensus-builder in the context of academic and local 

communities;
 A team builder who will offer to all Bank Street constituencies a level of intimacy, accessibility, 

approachability;
 Nimble, flexible, and entrepreneurial with an ability to inspire others around a compelling vision;
 Able to envision partnerships and collaborations that will support Bank Street’s vision and 

enhance it as an institution;
 Comfortable in relating to local, state, and federal policy makers, as well as representatives of 

business and industry;
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 Deeply committed to enhancing the College’s leadership role in the area of progressive education;
 Sensitive to issues of race, ethnic diversity and gender equity;
 Comfortable using and promoting technology to achieve institutional goals;
 Sensible, fair, compassionate, and objective in decision-making;
 Active, energetic, well-organized, with an appreciation of the culture and history of an urban 

college of education;
 Able to demonstrate the highest degree of personal integrity.

 DEADLINE DATE
 The review of credentials will begin immediately and will continue until the position is filled. 

For best consideration, please submit materials before November 1, 2013. A summer 2014 
start date is anticipated.

 CONTACT
 Nominations, inquiries and expressions of interest should be forwarded, in confidence and 

electronically, to:

 Shelly Weiss Storbeck, Managing Partner
 Ruth Shoemaker Wood, Consulting Associate
 Storbeck/Pimentel & Associates, LP
 Rosetree Corporate Center II
 1400 North Providence Road, Suite 6000
 Media, PA  19063
 610.565.2910 (phone)
 BSCE@storbeckpimentel.com (email)

 For more information about Bank Street College of Education, please visit www.bankstreet.edu. 
 
 Bank Street is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. Nominations and expressions 

of interest from women and people of color are encouraged.
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